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1 Introduction
Energy management in this work is seen as a problem that consists of a number of subproblems. Individually solving the sub-problems does not necessarily mean to solve the
overall problem at the same time. It is the particular property of such a problem that
minimums (or maximums) of the individual sub-problems do not sum up to a minimum (or
maximum) of the overall problem. This multi-parameter problem will be solved by a new
type of parallel genetic algorithm (PGA).
The problem of energy management is abstracted to a number of resource consuming entities
(or devices) that have a certain future behavior like a load chart of electrical energy. Each
entity has a number of such possible future load charts (or device states) that are represented
by a number.
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Figure 1: Entities with different possible future behavior
Figure 1 for instance shows two devices. The first one has three possible future device states
and the second only two. The devices offer these possibilities to the optimizing algorithm by
using their device specific and local knowledge. It might be that a device has only one
possible state, but sometimes devices can chose between a couple of alternatives. Typical
examples are “programmed” devices that execute some sequence or control algorithm like

refrigerators, washing machines, air conditioning and the like. These devices offer a finite
number of different short-term future device states that do not affect the original purpose of
the device (keeping the food cooled).
Suppose now that we have a number of AN such devices whose device states sum up to a
system state. The system state is a load chart again that is (in our example) for instance the
arithmetical sum of the individual device state load charts.
This means that each entity can chose out of some number of possibilities and contributes to
the system state – either as a problem or a solution to the problem. We well from now on not
distinguish between a device state that “solves” or “is” a problem, the mathematical
background is always the same (consuming, storing or producing a resource in a timely
manner). Sub-problems are summed up to an overall problem (Figure 2) that can be evaluated
by a so-called utility function.
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Figure 2: sub-problems and utility function
This utility function is not applicable to a sub-problem in a meaningful way but only to the
overall problem. It outputs a value (for example between 0 and 1) that is higher for “good”
system states. This means for instance that power-peaks or consumption during high-tarifftime are “punished” while distribution of load over time is honored.
Having this utility function the only task is to find the right combination of device states that
maximize the utility value. This is a combinatorial multi-parameter optimization problem.

2 Representing the problem as a chromosome
Solving a multi-parameter problem by means of genetic algorithms is not new [Paechter98].
The individual parameters are represented as assemble to a chromosome. We have a number
of AN genes (or devices with a certain device state, or sub-problems) and therefore the
chromosome has a length of AN genes. One such a chromosome represents a system state
(Figure 3).
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Figure 3: a chromosome that represents a system state
Each gene can have a sub-state chosen out of a number (lets call it DS) of possible sub-states
at a given point of time where the optimization starts. These sub-states have certain properties
that take influence on the utility of the overall solution (or the utility of the chromosome). If
for instance all genes have DS=100 possible sub-states the system state has 100^AN possible
states i.e. there are 100^AN possible different contents for the chromosome. The goal now is
to find a chromosome content that fulfills the requirements of the utility function. If the utility
function transforms a chromosome into a value between 0 and 1 the goal could be to find a
chromosome that results in a utility value of greater than 0,8.
Genes will be represented as integer numbers (that represent the possibilities in Figure 1) and
the chromosome as a tuple of AN such numbers.
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The possible values for the genes contain not only their numerical representation but also
their properties for the utility function (the individual load charts). Having a number of such
chromosomes and a given utility function it is possible to search for the best of them. But
with increasing numbers of devices and possibilities the number of possible chromosomes
gets very large and it becomes impractical to search in a traditional way. Genetic algorithms
help to search such large “search spaces”.

3 A parallel genetic algorithm based on agent technology
Our problem is now a search space. We represent the elements of this space as possible
values of a chromosome. This work is about a new variant of a parallel genetic algorithm that
searches the space. Each gene will be represented by one software agent.
In this document, software agents shall be seen as autonomous software programs that can
interact with other agents to solve for instance a common goal [Franklin97]. These agents can
be run on different platforms or on one and the same as long as they can communicate with
each other.
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Figure 4: Software Agents communicate with each other
Agent communication happens peer-to-peer and in an asynchronous manner [Petrie97].
Agent communication is offered by some sort of network operating system. Every agent
represents, as already mentioned, one gene of the chromosome – means one sub-problem. A
PGA works with a number of chromosomes in parallel – the population. The members of
such a population are called individuals. Each individual represents a full system state and
can be evaluated with the utility function.
This means the population is distributed in a new way. Usually the individuals are distributed,
in groups of the like, on different programs [Whitley94]. Here the chromosomes of the
individuals are distributed – each agent takes care of one and the same gene position of all
individuals as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Agents with distributed chromosomes and local knowledge
Agent 1 stores all genes number 1 of all individuals. It also has the “local knowledge” that
belongs to gene number 1 – the possible values for this gene. One individual has its genes
spread over all agents. To evaluate such a individual it is necessary to “ask” each agent for
the gene and its properties, to collect all AN genes of one individual and to subsequently
apply the utility function to the resulting chromosome. The knowledge about the population
is therefore highly distributed.
The advantage is the object-oriented modeling of the problem. Each new problem that “joins”
the overall problem is tackled with a new agent that contains all information of the new
member. This does not necessarily increase the population or the memory requirements of the
individual agents. Having all these agents, it is near to hand to use them in a way of parallel
computing power which is another advantage.
The agents are thought to be hosted on “intelligent devices” that are networked with some
sort of home- or building automation network [Palensky99] or on small industrial PCs that
server consumers in the range of a house or a small business facility.
The algorithm works as follows:
1. One agent (Agent A) decides (or is told by whomever) that the system must be optimized
immediately.
2. It invites all participating agents by means of a broadcast message, assigns each
individual to an agent and asks the agents to evaluate “their” individual(s).
3. All agents evaluate their assigned individual(s) in parallel and report the result to agent A.
4. Agent A sorts the individuals by their utility (fitness).

5. It calculates the rules for creating a new generation out of the PGA parameters and the
fitness-list and tells them to the other agents.
6. All agents perform selection, crossover and mutation of their genes in parallel.
7. Agent A decides if another generation is necessary. If yes, it tells some other agent to do
this next generation.
Point 6 is a special one that distinguishes this algorithm from ordinary parallel genetic
algorithms. Let us suppose a population of 7 with a chromosome-length of 5. The following
table gives the population already sorted by their fitness (Individual 5 has the largest value of
fitness and is therefore at number 1). It shows the number of the individuals, the content of
their 5 genes and their fitness.
Ind.
5
3
1
4
2
7
6

G1
2
23
1
2
23
28
85

G2
4
45
54
4
12
23
23

G3
6
67
7
67
12
42
123

G4
12
44
4
8
34
713
122

G5
76
2
2
43
33
21
254

Fitness
0.5432
0.4432
0.4104
0.3769
0.2700
0.1624
0.1023

If agent A decides that the first 3 are the surviving parents (survival rate of 3/7=43%) that
will generate the next generation of a “generational replacement GA” (also called “basic
GA”) the last 4 ones will be replaced by the children. Agent A broadcasts the information
about the mating procedure that looks for instance like this:
“((5+3=4) (3+1=2) (5+3=7) (5+1=6))”
This string means that individual 4 will be generated out of the genes of individual 5 and
individual 3 and so on. This string is sent out to all agents via a broadcast message. Each
agent can only manipulate its own set of genes. So each agent will have to delete genes
number 4, 2, 7 and 6. Afterwards it takes a 50% chance if gene 4 is filled with the value of
gene 5 or with the value of gene 3. This happens with all genes of all children in a parallel
way on all agents. Due to the random factor in choosing the parent the outcome for the
offspring it is unpredictable.
The same can be said for the mutation phase. If the overall mutation rate is 30% each gene
has a chance to be mutated of 30%/chromosome_size/population_size. Mutating means that a
random value of the set of possible genes is taken and written to the gene that has to be
mutated. Agent A sends out this “gene mutation rate” and all agents perform the mutation
phase in parallel.
So the genetic algorithm has two special aspects:
• it performs unpredictable distributed multi-point crossover
• if performs distributed mutation
All the agents have the same software program. Simply one starts the procedure by
calculating one generation. The whole algorithm can terminate if no further success can be

achieved for a certain number of generations, if a fixed number of generations were
calculated or when the utility value satisfies the goal.

4 The Implementation
The requirements for the chosen software framework for the reference implementation are:
• It should offer a general-purpose programming language to implement the agent software.
• It should offer parallel or pseudo parallel execution of multiple agents on one hardware
platform.
• It should offer peer-to-peer and broadcast agent communication between agents on one
hardware platform as well as between agents on different hardware platforms, preferably
based on TCP/IP network communication.
• An agent communication language like KQML [Finin94] or FIPA [Steiner98] should be
supported.
• It should offer the standard functionality of a simulation environment (time base,
graphical representation and analysis of the results, and the like).
• It should be free.
The framework of my choice was JATLite [Leon00]. It offers a KQML parser and a template
for Java-Agents. Communication is done via a message router that is provided by JATLite.
The agents were implemented as a multi-threaded JAVA console application that can host a
random number of agents. Agents within one of these applications communicate in the same
manner like with agents in other applications or even machines. All communication is done
via TCP-socket based KQML messages.
The simulation does the following:
1. It gets a (random) system state and all possibilities for the genes
2. It optimizes the system state for a predefined number of generations using a given utility
function
Two aspects of the algorithms are logged into output files:
1. The number of exchanged packets
2. The number of performed computations
The exchanged packets of interests (the really large and therefore expensive ones) are records
about the system state. They have to describe the future load chart in some table. This table is
of fixed length to make the packet size constant and counts as one communication unit
(1 packet).
The computations are counted as numbers of executing one utility function calculation. All
other calculations are not counted. If 10 agents are performing 30 utility computations it costs
3 units, because they do the calculations in a parallel way.

5 Results
The PGA performs well and produces generations of increasing utility. The interesting
questions are what parameters take influence on the performance of the algorithm.
The algorithms were always started with the following input data:
• DS the number of possible device states (gene possibilities)
• P population size
• AN number of agents
• S survival rate
• M mutation rate
• N number of generations to be computed
These parameters are given as a string of the form DSxxPxxANxxSxxMxxNxx. The costs for
the optimization are the exchanged packets (packet) and the computation cost (c). The
following charts show some results of the test runs.
The algorithms tend to converge to a maximum value that is better the larger the population
is. There is no way to determine what the best value (absolute maximum) is, all algorithms
find just some good value (local maximum), that might fulfil the requirements of the utility
function. Figure 6 shows the achieved utility values with increasing population size.
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Figure 6: the effect of the population size
The thick line shows the trend curve. We see that the size of the population has an obvious
influence on the quality of the result. The drawback is that a larger population causes more
network traffic between the agent which can slow down the algorithm significantly.
One interesting aspect is the beginning of the sequence. It would be advantageous to find the
optimum between caused packet load and optimization speed. The following image shows
that a population size of 30 or 40 finds a better solution in a shorter time than a system with
p=50 (although p=50 finds a better one finally).
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Figure 7: the first steps of the optimization
Small populations seem to have absolutely no chance. Small means small compared to the
size of possible genes (DS). In the above image DS=10.
The seed (the random initial population) has also an influence on the result. Sometimes the
seed is very bad and the algorithm can not extract and mate a good solution out of it.
Increasing the mutation rate helps in this case.
Beside the mutation rate the survival rate is important and not easy to chose. The following
and last chart shows that a mutation rate of 45% seems to be the ideal value.
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Figure 8: impact of the survival rate
The two exceptions at S=40% and S=55% are caused by a bad seed that could not be solved
with a mutation rate of 10%. Higher mutation rates help to overcome a bad seed of the PGA.

6 Conclusion
The way to represent sub-problems by a single agent helps to structure the software and to
increase the scalability of the algorithm. Scalability was one goal of this work. Adding one
entity (or problem) to the system should not require reprogramming or upgrading the existing
members of the agent society. With this PGA a new agent does not necessarily cause
additional memory requirements for the other agents. The chromosome gets longer, but the
new agent takes care of it.
The problem of energy management in this context is especially suited for this kind of
distributed algorithm. Every sub-problem (means energy consuming, -storing or producing
device) that adds to the overall problem does not only increase the complexity of the problem
but also the computational power of the system. Supposing that every device is equipped with
a field area network node or some other networked controller it helps to cope with the added
complexity.
Generally it seemed that the algorithm is pretty slow, which might have two reasons:
• the JAVA programming language is of poor computational performance
• the socket-based, routed and redirected communication slows down the algorithm

One possible improvement would be not to use the JATLite message router but to address the
agents directly (which is by the way also possible with JATLite). But therefore each agent
has to have a list of the addresses of the other agents (because of the missing broadcast
functionality). This would decrease the scalability of the software. Another possibility to
overcome this problem is to use specialized, broadcast-able protocols where agents can join
multi-agent-system by simply listening to some broadcast port.
Generally this method is a pretty simple one of modeling such complex systems. Other
scheduling or optimization techniques require deep insight into the structure of the problem
[Rana96]. Here the devices that join the optimization system provide a simplified and easyto-find set of their possible contributions to the problem.
Further research will be done on how the devices can give more and more accurate
predictions about their possible future states. Historical data and heuristic insight will be used
to generate a “good” set of possible genes. The current tests are run with random genes and
not with real-world values. Having devices modeled, it is possible to make estimations or
statements about their future behavior.
Another aspect for future research is to minimize communication. Some networks (Internet
via telephone lines for instance) cause costs not only by their throughput but also by their
schedule of use. Costs can depend on the time of the day or on the number of “being on-line”.
If the agent cooperation can be based on the exchange of message that does not happen that
often it would help to decrease costs in this sense as well.
This algorithm has a number of possible improvements but it already seems that the approach
of modeling the problem of scheduling energy consumption via genetic algorithms is very
promising. Deeper insight into the problem and its structure will help to increase its
performance.
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